
Week 10 ECON7040 tutorial
Reading: Chang, H. 2009 Industrial Policy: Can We Go Beyond an Unproductive Confrontation?
(i) coordination of complementary investments (the so-called Big Push)
(ii) coordination of competing investments through entry regulation, “investment cartels”, and (in 

declining industries) negotiated capacity cuts
(iii) policies to ensure scale economies (e.g., licensing conditional upon production scale, 

emphasis on the infant industries starting to export from early on, state-mediated mergers 
and acquisitions)

(iv) regulation on technology imports (e.g., screening for overly obsolete technologies, cap on 
technology licensing royalties)

(v) regulation on foreign direct investment (e.g., entry and ownership restrictions, local contents 
requirement, technology transfer requirements, export requirements)

(vi) mandatory worker training for firms above a certain size, in order to resolve the collective 
action problem in the supply of skilled workers due to the possibility of “poaching”

(vii) the state acting as a venture capitalist and incubating high-tech firms
(viii) export promotion (e.g., export subsidies, export loan guarantees, marketing help from the 

state trading agency)
(ix) government allocation of foreign exchanges, with top priority going to capital goods imports 

(especially for export industries) and the bottom priority to luxury consumption good imports.

Question
Explain why each of the nine above items is (or is not) likely to contribute to higher capital 
investment economic growth? I have given an example answer. Don’t be afraid to google it!

Example answer
1. Investment coordination
Non-market intervention to coordinate industrial investment can work. Take the scenario of a large 
scale metal fabrication plant making tractor and agricultural machine frames. It requires large 
volumes of steel inputs, but the single local supplier in the country is quite inefficient and unable to 
see the scale and price required. Their steel costs $150/tonne. 

But if they also invest in new plant, equipment and local mining capacity, and labour, they can 
produce your required amount of 10,000 tonnes per year at a cheaper price of $100/tonne, which 
makes your modern new fabrication plant worthwhile. 

In this scenario, with the price of rolled steel is $100/tonne, it becomes profitable to sell tractor 
body frames at $250 each, with a profit of $50 (and which weigh one tonne). The table below 
shows how this coordination changes the basic financial setup.  

But relying on the single supplier of a specialised input provides them all the bargaining power. The 
last row of the table, “bargained scenario” shows how they can extract all your profits once you 
have made the massive and irreversible investment in the new buildings and equipment, because 
they can threaten to withhold your main input, rendering your investment worthless. Coordinating 
investment in both steel-making and manufacturing, reduces risks in both industries from being the 
first mover, and being ‘extorted’ for all their profits by suppliers and customers. 

Steel input price Other input costs Output price Profit

Uncoordinated scenario $150 $100 $250 $0

Coordinated scenario $100 $100 $250 $50

Bargained scenario $150 $100 $250 $0


